
Tip for Teachers!

Use these testimonials
to present Generation-
Link to your school
administrators. 
Then share them 
with students and 
seniors to encourage
participation.

Call 1-888-855-7907
for more information
about GenerationLink!
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GenerationLink Testimonials

“The GenerationLink program has been an exceptional opportunity for 
my high school students. Both my students and the seniors have gained 
tremendous insight into another generation. The GenerationLink program
has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my career.”

—Paula Davis, North Springs High School, Atlanta, Ga.

“GenerationLink provided a phenomenal opportunity for students to 
recognize that teaching and learning continue throughout life. As a result 
of students teaching seniors through EarthLink’s initiative, everyone involved
shared meaningful educational and personal experiences. Connecting with
the community cannot be taught, but young people must experience it. As a
result, everyone wins!”

—Jennifer Bohn, Evans High School, Orlando, Fla.

Students say…
“Teaching others how to use computers was an entirely new experience.
It will be hard to forget the fun I had working with my senior partner.
Throughout all the smiles we shared and the friendship we forged, it was 
a deeply rewarding experience that I’d do again in a second.”

—Michael Slaughter

“An unforgettable lesson that inspired my heart was this advice I received
from my senior citizen: ‘When you get to the end of your rope, hang on
like it’s your last battle. Believe in yourself. Don’t hold on to regrets. You will
be blessed.’ GenerationLink not only gave me an opportunity to teach a
senior, but I gained an irreplaceable friendship.”

—Manuela Cangar

Seniors say…
“The students were just so congenial and even seemed to understand us. My
purpose was to get on the Internet, to look up old classmates and make
plane reservations. I enjoyed doing these things—I never would have done
them if I had not taken this class.”

—Helen Newcomb, age 80

“The class really helped me feel more comfortable with the computer. I’m
receiving and sending e-mails now. It just gave me the confidence to go
online by myself.”

—Ann Marie Dwight, age 80


